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EOLIA Environmental Services 
(UK) plc is the leading Waste 
Management and recycling 
company in the UK with over 

70,000 customers, and credit control 
is at the heart of all its customer 
communication.  

The credit department has a 
passion for continuous improvement 
and a desire to be one of the leaders 
in commercial credit management, 
which ties in with the company’s goal 
to be a preferred employer of choice.

The award of QiCM has been 
very well received within Veolia 
Environmental Services in the UK, 
seen as proof of its commitment to 
building a quality credit control 
department to service internal and 
external customers and this 
accreditation reinforces the results 
achieved in its key performance 
indicators. 

The company operates a ‘customer 
fi rst’ principle and policy and the QiCM 
award is an important part of Veolia 
Environmental Services’ drive to be 
fi rst class in customer excellence.

Brian Morgan, Credit Manager at 
Veolia Environmental Services says 
the QiCM assessment gave Veolia 
Environmental Services assurance 
that it was one of the industry leaders,
but also provided ideas that it might 

consider to improve upon in the future: 
“QiCM has been a brilliant focal point 
for the department to review the 
progress made over the last few years 
and has given us a huge feeling of 
achievement as a team inspiring us to 
continue to improve in every aspect 
of the disciplines we undertake every 
day,” he says. “QiCM has also 
complemented the Learning 
Partnership that Veolia Environmental 
Services’ credit department has with 
the Institute.”

The process and review undertaken 
in the assessment also included other 
members of Veolia Environmental 
Services’ organisation, most notably 
the National Sales Manager and 
Customer Services Director. This 
showed the importance of Credit and 
Sales working together, especially 
in these challenging trading times 
and the commitment in its quest to 
achieve QiCM Status. 

Brian says that he wants all 
members of Veolia Environmental 
Services Credit Control team to have 
‘pride in the badge’ and QiCM has 
enabled all team members to
recognise that their achievements 
have counted towards an external 
accreditation. “We hope that shows 
Veolia Environmental Services is one 
of the companies leading the way 
in terms of ‘Quality in Credit 
Management’,” he adds.

Alongside Veolia Environmental 
Services’ belief of ‘continuous 
improvement’ the QiCM has 
acknowledged a standard of ‘quality’ 
for credit control and has inspired an 
attitude of ‘getting better never stops’.

Brian would encourage anyone 
thinking about QiCM or wanting to 
develop their department to embrace 
QiCM and use it as a positive step in 
building their credit department.
veolia.co.uk 

“QiCM has given us a huge feeling of 
achievement as a team inspiring us 
to continue to improve in every 
aspect of the disciplines we undertake 
every day.”    
 Brian Morgan – Credit Manager at Veolia 
 Environmental Services
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